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ORDER MAY BE DIFFERENT.

30 qs on apti and time: 20 min.

1. complete the series 1 6 3 7 5 8 7? ans: 9

2. if circle is one octagon is 2 4 6 8 or 10

3. pick the odd one out bend shave chop whittle shear

4. 2 persons start from a pt. And go in opposite directions. After going 3 km they turn left and walk 4
km. How far r they now? Ans: 10 km

5. there was a ques on work something like 2 typists type 2 papers in 4 hrs then in how much time
will 5 typists take or something like that answer is 6

6. there were 2 ques on proverbs u were supposed to tell the meaning. They were easy birds of
same feathers �lock together. Ans. Person is known by the company he keeps don՚t count ur chicks
before they r hatched

7. jumbled letter hcpraateu is parachute.

8. seema likes 225 but not 428,900 but not 811 she likes

9. ans grass, scape (two qs) put a word before and after to generate a new word. Ans. Land

10. QUIET IS TO SOUND THEN DARKNESS IS TO 1 SUNLIGHT (ANS)

11. BREAK, LIGHT, TIME ADD A 3 LETTER WORD TO MAKE A NEW WORDs (ans. Day)

12. odd mann out 1 bend 2 sheer 3 chop 4.5 whittle (ans bend)

13.  sec ⇾ 6 feet then 10 sec == = 240 feet

14. �ig banana, apple etc (ans. 25)

15.  of  of etc (ans. 5)

16. anlogy: Potato: Raddish

17. a word used in a senetence (a person with preconcieved opinion) ans: Prejudice.

18. 3 cent me 5 pencil then 60 cent me kitna pencils etc

19. there are 1200 elephant 400 are pink and some are blue, some with both colors 1 true 2 false
(ans. False)

20. vowel b/w j and t ans. o
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21. how many 7՚s b/w 1 and 100

22. odd mann out cat, dog, hampster, rabbit, elk

23. in party a husband a wife, their two sons with wives and 4 children from each son then total nO ′
of peoples in party ans 14.


